
 

The AS has a limited amount of money to allocate.  This means we sometimes have to 

make difficult decisions about which proposals to fund.  These frameworks provide some 

ideas and strategies to keep in mind when making decisions about AS budgets and funding. 

 

Utilitarianism is a moral philosophy that states that the right decision is the one that brings 

about the most good for the most amount of people.  In context, this could mean thinking 

about which proposal serves the greatest number of students or which proposal has the biggest 

impacts on the students that need it the most. 

 

Imagine that you are WWU student that can only passively observe how WWU operates.  

Additionally, you have no information about what kind of student you are: you don’t know your 

gender, ethnicity, financial status, athletic ability, or anything about your interests.  What 

proposals would you want the AS to fund if you had none of this information? 

 

Consider the pros and cons of a proposal.  In general, most funding proposals will have benefits 

that clearly outweigh the disadvantages.  But we should also consider what we would give up in 

order to fund a proposal.  For example, if we choose to fund a proposal that provides three more 

movie showings per year, we may be giving up funding a new position.  Is the cost worth it? 

 

Consider the ideals that the AS strongly values.  Funding proposals should advance the ideals of 

the Associated Students.  When making a difficult decision on whether or not to fund a 

proposal consider how closely it aligns with the values of the AS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

After adjusting budgets for inflation and the increased cost of services, $35,000 remains to be 

allocated to decision packages.  We can either choose to allocate all $35,000 or choose not to 

increase the total AS budget as much.  The total of all requested decision packages is $48,000. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The AS Business Office is requesting a new position to help process digital forms.  Over the past 

few years the number of different forms and the volume of forms has dramatically increased.  

Many offices are complaining that forms aren’t getting processed in time and that this bottle 

neck is inhibiting programming.  An office assistant position would cut the average processing 

time from two weeks to three days.  The total cost to add this position is $6,000. 

 

 

 

The AS Outdoor Center is requesting funds to make certain excursions free.  A survey has 

indicated that many students want to participate in OC excursions, but do not because they 

can’t afford the price of trips.  The OC is proposing making three trips per year free: intro to 

skiing (30 students), hiking and backcountry cooking (40 students), and snowshoeing in Canada 

(30 students).  The total cost of this proposal is $8,000. 

 

 

 

The Ethnic Student Center is requesting funds to bring prominent speakers to campus.  Past 

attendance at these events has been high (200 students) and attendees have indicated that the 

speakers, such as prominent scholars of black political thought and well-known activists have 

been extremely impactful.  The total cost of this proposal is $12,000. 

 

 

 

The Environmental & Sustainability Programs Office wants to launch a waste education 

program targeted at new students.  Past studies have indicated that many first-year students 

come from places where recycling and composting are not common practices and hence tend to 

throw all their waste into the trash.  Engaging waste education programs can dramatically 

increase the rate of properly sorting waste and reducing wasteful behaviors overall.  The total 

cost of this proposal is $6,000. 



 

 

 

 

AS Productions is requesting additional funds for outdoor movie showings.  Event attendance 

at outdoor movies has historically been high (500 students) and also provides a great way for 

other AS programs to engage students though tabling.  The proposal is to add two more popular 

movies which would be shown during the beginning of fall quarter and at the end of spring 

quarter.  The total cost of this proposal is $5,000. 

 

 

 

 

The AS Publicity Center is requesting funds for an additional project manager.  The current 

system of having two project managers is resulting in a slowdown of project turnovers.  The 

publicity center is struggling to keep up with the increased number of publicity requests from 

the 200+ clubs and multiple AS offices.  Many clubs and offices are complaining that projects 

aren’t completed in time for events or that the design quality is compromised. The total cost 

of this proposal is $9,000. 

 

 

 

 

The AS Club Activities Office is requesting funding to create additional training programs 

throughout the year.  The Club Hub has found that many clubs have officer turn over 

throughout the year and that the new officers receive little or no training.  The Club Hub has 

seen an increased amount of budget mistakes or poorly executed programming from clubs as a 

result of this trend.  The proposal would create two additional trainings throughout the year 

designed to engage new club leaders. The total cost of this proposal is $4,000. 

 

 

• Which proposals did you choose to fund and why? 

• What frameworks did you use to make your decision? 

• How did bias play a role in decision making? 

• Would additional information on any proposals change your mind? 

 


